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How many of you are interested in maximizing the business value of your agile teams?

How many of you feel that you know how to do this in practice?

How many think this is best done through building the highest priority features or user 
stories?
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Assumptions

✓ Scrum works. Don’t change it ... extend it

✓ You know how Scrum works

✓ Your teams are executing Scrum relatively well
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From To

Feature Building Value Delivery

Focus on Means Focus on Ends

Planning by Features Planning by Value

Maximizing Story Velocity Maximizing Value

Today’s Goals

Thinking

Doing
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If I do my job today, my goal is to convince you we need a paradigm shift in a few key areas:

1. Feature Thinking -> Value Thinking - The primary measure of progress (and value) is not the number of 
features built but the stakeholder value delivered
 
2. Focus on Means -> Focus on Ends - Focus the team on the desired end results more than the means to get 
there. That is to say means (Features, User Stories) are valuable, especially for estimation, planning and progress, 
but these are subservient to the desired ends

3. Planning by Features -> Planning by Value - Start your planning by defining the Stakeholders and their desired 
end-state results (Value) and let this help you to prioritize your backlog

4. Maximizing Story Velocity -> Maximizing Value - While maximizing velocity is good, story points relate to 
effort estimates, not value. All velocity tells you is “how much stuff” your team can crank out, not the value of their 
work

I’m not suggesting there’s anything ‘wrong’ with the items on the left, I do these in practice. What I’m suggesting 
is that while focusing on the means is helpful day-to-day, helping teams focus on the ends can help everyone 
connect what they’re doing day-to-day with what’s really important for the stakeholders.

Thinking - In Part 1, we’ll focus primarily on getting your mind around more value-centric concepts

Doing - In Part 2, we’ll explore practical techniques for doing this in practice on your Scrum projects



Definitions

Definitions adapted from Competitive Engineering by Tom Gilb

Feature
Functionality that allows a user to complete a task. 
Typically the ‘what’. Can be decomposed into one or 
more User Stories and prioritized in the Backlog

Stakeholder Any person, group or object which has some direct or 
indirect interest in a system. They define their Value.

Value A perceived benefit, that is, the benefit we think we 
will receive from something

Business Value A synonym for Stakeholder Value, meaning the value a 
‘business stakeholder’ will receive from something
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Feature Building assumes more features equals more value
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There’s an almost implicit assumption the more features you build the more value you 
delivery. Unfortunately this is not borne out by the evidence.



64% of features are 
rarely or never used

- 2006 Standish Report
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Source: http://digitalmag.govtech.com/PCIO/PCIO_Mag_Jun09.pdf
Page 26.

20% of features are always or often used



Unused features are the #1 waste in software
- Mary and Tom Poppendieck (Concept to Cash)
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Why are we so 
focused on features?
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I believe this is because we ask our stakeholders for features (means), not their desired 
results (ends). This is prevalent no matter the method (Waterfall, Agile, etc.)

And sometimes we don’t even ask, Stakeholders volunteer what they want. But we fail to ask 
“Why” a few times to discover their real needs. Instead we write features and put them in the 
backlog and start planning and estimating.

In Agile, the team is the center of the universe and the stakeholders are not in that universe. 
While this is necessary for day-to-day, what’s getting lost is the focus on stakeholder’s 
desired results (which is not more features)



Stakeholder Description

Executive Sponsor Person financing the project/product

Customers Person(s) who purchases our product

Users
Person(s) who use our products to do 
their job

Operations Person(s) administering our product(s)

Common Stakeholders
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Observation: The top stakeholder will not likely use your product!

Customers don’t necessarily equal users. In fact, one common problem with Agile teams is 
they OVER-focus on Users and UNDER-focus on sponsors. This is in part due to ‘user 
stories’, which focus on users.



Agile is Great! We 
completed 10 stories and 21 

points this Sprint!

What’s that mean?
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This highlights for me the fundamental disconnect between Agile teams and Executive Sponsors.

Agile teams speak in terms of ‘means’ (stories) whereas Sponsors are looking for ‘ends’ (results)



Because we’re Agile, we 
build the highest priority user stories in 

the backlog

Ok...
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So, what user stories should 
we build next release? It’s so easy,  

just start with As a...
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Hmm... I don’t know 
how to estimate that

As the VP of 
Marketing, I would like to 

increase existing customers 
sales by 25%
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Uhhh.... where does that go 
in the Product Backlog?

I would like to double 
our productivity with your 

product
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X Working Software
X Features or User Stories
X Velocity
X On-Time
X On-Budget

Stakeholder Value is not
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These are all just Means 
to some higher Ends
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tg edit mar 6 2010



If we want to communicate effectively with 
Stakeholders on their terms, we must transition 

from Feature Builders to Value Deliverers

See the issue?

That is, our primary focus must be on the results 
(ends), not the features needed to get there (means)
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Now we get to the main issue: Feature Building vs. Value Delivering

To re-iterate, I’m not suggesting we don’t need to focus on the features, just that this needs 
to be secondary to the focus on results



From To

✓ Feature Building Value Delivery

✓ Focus on Means Focus on Ends

Planning by Features Planning by Value

Maximizing Story Velocity Maximizing Value

Today’s Goals
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To Recap, we’ve talked about the difference between Feature Building and Value Delivery, the former focused on 
the Means and the latter focused on the Ends
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Scrum
Do the thing right

Evo
Do the rightest thing, early

Value Delivery

+Strategic 
Management Cycle
Define Objectives and Solutions
Next Delivery = Best Value/Cost
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Evolutionary 
Project 

Management

One of the oldest iterative 
methods

Refined in 1960’s, first published 
in 1976 by Tom Gilb

Acknowledged influence to XP
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Common Ground
Client-Driven,  Adaptive Planning
Working Delivery each Iteration

Frequent Feedback from Stakeholders
Short Iterations

Self Directed Teams

Source:  Agile and Iterative Development a Managers Guide, Craig Larman
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http://www.amazon.com/Agile-Iterative-Development-Managers-Guide/dp/0131111558
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Scrum 
Emphasizes

Specially Defined Roles
Product and Sprint 

Backlogs
Daily Stand-Ups

Team Retrospectives

Source:  Agile and Iterative Development a Managers Guide, Craig Larman
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Evo Emphasizes
Quantifiable measurements of 

delivered value

Defining all quality and value 
requirements with numeric 

specifications

Delivery of Measurable 
Progress on Highest Priority 

Objectives

Source:  Agile and Iterative Development a Managers Guide, Craig Larman
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Evo Thinking

Value = Real Field 
satisfaction of agreed 

prioritized Stakeholder 
values  

Scrum Thinking

Value = Potentially 
Shippable Code 
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Question: Did anyone catch the difference between these?



Artifacts
Scrum Evo

Requirements Product and Release Backlog
Requirement Specification

(Function, Performance, and 
others like Constraints)

Design Design Impact on Requirements 
Estimates

Test and 
Verification

Tests Reports of Progress 
towards Goals and of resource 

use

Project 
Management

Product and Release Backlog
Sprint Backlog

Burndown Chart

Evo Plan
Impact Estimation

Source:  Agile and Iterative Development a Managers Guide, Craig Larman
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Value Delivery Approach

Strategic Management Cycles (Evo)

Inception Delivery
(Scrum)

Release

Quantify 
Stakeholder Values 

and identify 
enough 

requirements for 
next Release 

Implement a 
potentially shippable 
product in 1-2 week 

iterations

If desired, Deploy 
to Production or 

Ship Product
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Inception Phase is typically 2-4 weeks, depending on availability of Stakeholders

Inception Phase is different from Iteration 0 (setting up tooling to start development)
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Step Description

1 Identify and clarify Stakeholders and Values

2 Specify Corresponding Objectives

3 Quantify Objectives (with priority background data)

4 Identify Strategies (designs, projects, features) with highest 
value/resources at lowest risk for next step

5 Do Scrum (Planning, Sprints, Releases)

6 Measure Value after each Release (progress towards Objectives)

7 Re-Prioritize Objectives, Update Levels, Repeat Process

Value Delivery Recipe
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Defining Business Value starts with clearly defining the Business Ends

Priority background data includes Owner, Sponsor, Levels Fail, Goal, Stretch, qualifiers, assumptions, Issues, Risks, 
Value of, Impact Estimation of design/architecture and much more see CE book. This process lays groundwork 
for intelligent selection of strategies.



Value Delivery Checklist

✓ Who are my Stakeholders?
✓  What do they Value?
✓  What Resources are Available?
✓  What can I do to Deliver Value next Release 
(or Sprint) with the highest Value/Resources and the 
lowest risk
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If it helps you to have a checklist, here’s one to start



Business Value is delivered in the 
form of incremental measurable 

progress towards the critical 
Stakeholder objectives
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In order to do this and deliver measurable progress, we must use quantification



Good Value Objectives

✓Enough Information to manage risk and priority
✓Are quantified, and unambiguously clear
✓Identify stakeholder’s real values, not means
✓Specify both target and constraint levels
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edit tg Mar 6 2010



Clarity of Purpose

“The fact that we should set numeric improvement 
objectives, and track their delivery numerically, is 
powerful; but it is not the main point. “

“The main purpose of quantification is to force us to think 
deeply, debate, agree, and specify, exactly, what we mean; so 
that others, later, cannot fail to understand us.” - Tom Gilb
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Quantification is one of the tools to bring clarity, but not the only tool. 

Defining the terms that we use is also very important



Hints for Developing Objectives 
(© Gilb, 2010)

✓ Separate levels of concern: Stakeholder, Product, Design
✓ Verify details with stakeholders
✓ Learn requirement reality, evolutionarily
✓ Focus on top-level critical-few objectives
✓ Listen carefully for what Stakeholders really mean
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What not to specify
(real examples from project that spent $60m in first year!)

“Achieve vision through globally integrated IT Portfolio 
Management, by implementing a single toolset supporting 

existing processes

Enable business alignment through the ability to manage 
critical issues on a portfolio basis

Replace resource intensive and disparate Portfolio 
Management tools with industry ‘best of breed’ capabilities”

Source:  Presentation of Managing Critical Project Objectives, Tom Gilb
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Let’s try this in practice and show how to break down a lofty sounding Vision statement into 
measurable objectives. This is a teaching example from my article “Measurable Business 
Value with Agile” published last year in the ACCU Overload journal.



Vision to Objectives

For 2010, we are embarking on a strategy to 
increase charitable giving through 

improvements to our web site. We believe this 
strategy will help extend our market share for 

online giving while positively impacting our key 
customers: non-profit organizations.

Example intended for teaching - not a real case study!
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Vision to Objectives

For 2010, we are embarking on a strategy to 
increase charitable giving through 

improvements to our web site. We believe this 
strategy will help extend our market share for 
online giving while positively impacting our key 

customers: non-profit organizations.

Example intended for teaching - not a real case study!
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Vision to Objectives

Vision Statements Corresponding Objectives

Increase Charitable Giving

Increase Monetary Donations

Increase Time Donations

Extend our Market Share Increase Market Share
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Quantifying Objectives

Corresponding Objectives What and How?

Increase Market Share
Scale:  Percentage of US market for online 
non-profit donations 
Measure: Quarterly Industry Report

Increase Monetary Donations Scale: Revenue from online donations
Measure: Monthly donations report

Increase Time Donations Scale: Time donated online
Measure: Monthly donations report
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Setting Performance Levels
Objectives What and How? Performance Levels

Increase 
Market 
Share

Scale:  Percentage of US market for 
online non-profit donations 
Measure: Quarterly Industry Report

Target [2010]: >10%
Minimum: <5%
Baseline [2009]: 6%

Increase 
Monetary 
Donations

Scale: Revenue from online donations
Measure: Monthly donations report

Target [2010]: $18 million
Minimum: $12 million
Baseline [2009]: $13 million

Increase 
Time 

Donations

Scale: Time donated online
Measure: Monthly donations report

Target: 3,600 hours
Minimum: 2,800 hours
Baseline [2009]: 2,700 hours
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Visualizing Objectives

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum
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Impact Estimation (aka Value Decisions)
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Design 
Ideas Need More 

Design Ideas
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Measuring Results

Market Share: 6% -> 7.2% (44% of target)
Monetary Donations: $13m -> $14.5m (40% of target)
Time Donations: 2,700 h -> 3,150 h (50% of target)
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eCommerce and Customer Service 
Platform 

Release 1 Focus:

Increase Self Service Usage 
Customers who use online self service 
instead of call center

Increase Existing Customer Sales 
Revenue resulting from sales originated 
online

Evo + Scrum Case Study: 
Telecommunications
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Lessons Learned
Can be seem hard to express importance of 

value during pre-planning 

Need executive support to spend time on 
defining objectives

Helps if there’s an ROI person who can work 
with you to translate objectives to bottom line

Takes effort to keep objectives forefront in 
people’s minds once development starts
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Many times we (as consultants) are called in to “build something”. By first asking, “What 
objective are you trying to achieve”, this sometimes doesn’t seem as important to the buyer 
as it should



From To

✓ Feature Building Value Delivery

✓ Focus on Means Focus on Ends

✓ Planning by Features Planning by Value

✓ Maximizing Story Velocity Maximizing Value

Today’s Goals
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To Recap, we’ve talked about the difference between Feature Building and Value Delivery, the former focused on 
the Means and the latter focused on the Ends



Evo + Scrum = Value Delivery
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